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Create a new future for the next generations!
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ISAL COIN
ISAL is built on Ethereum's blockchain technology on the ERC20 symbol

Max Supply = 971,210,313 Million ISAL



EXPOBIL
Trading Platform

The company has an automatic BOT that sells and 

buys very quickly and its features are:

It operates within the Expobil platform in order not 

to give the opportunity to jump or dump a rise in 

prices for pairs trading the company currency ISAL.
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A trading platform is a software that enables 

investors and traders to place trades and monitor 

accounts through financial intermediaries. 



ISAL Wallet  
2

An Expobil Wallet is basically the equivalent of a bank account. It 

allows you to receive bitcoins and other coins, store them, and then 

send them to others.

You can think of An Expobil Wallet as your personal interface to the 

Cryptocurrency network, similar to how your online bank account 

is an interface to the regular monetary system.

Expobil Wallet contains private keys; secret codes that allow you to 

spend your coins.

In reality, it’s not coins that need to be stored and secured, but the 

private keys that give you access to them. platform is a software 

that enables investors and traders to place trades and monitor 

accounts through financial intermediaries. 



Trading and analysis software
Connects with global trading platforms 
specializing in cryptocurrencies

CHARTS
CHART OVERLAYS
DRAWINGS AND INDICATORS
CHART TRADING
MULTIPLE ORDER TYPES
DOM TRADING
CUSTOM WORKSPACES

Nuxese Platform3



1. ShopNXS : Retail sale and wholesale online

NUXESE SERVICES AND PROJECTS - SHOPNXS

It is a platform consisting of a group of retail and wholesale stores

ShopNXS Features
1. Store branches will open in countries and industrial areas known for large export volumes
2. The platform will provide an area for sellers from factory owners or companies to display their products inside the 

platform
3. The sale types are the local and global.
4. Create a large network of vendors (startup owners or beginners selling and Internet marketing)
5. The system will provide templates for online stores to each seller 
6. this service makes the owner manage his store easy without any payment gateway and complicated ways.
7. the platform provides products of categories to sellers which have no special products in order to add them to their stores 

and he can determine the price which he wants.
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PayNXS System features
1. The company will distribute the POS PayNXS device to all shops (malls, hotels, restaurants, etc.) in the 

country you are in.
2. A free Application for PayNXS App users will be available on iOS and Android.
3. Anyone can download it to his device, it's completely free.
4. The app will use to pay for the purchase invoice from stores where the PayNXS POS device is located.
5. The PayNXS App contains information and pictures about each store in its full details (the services it 

provides, working hours, customer evaluation, address map, etc.)
6. The payment method is very easy and simple with the press of a button from within the PayNXS App.
7. Providing a special magnetic card for payment that works with the application and the user can pay 

through it in all the shops where the POS PayNXS device is located.
8. Users benefit from the application with a financial return (cashback) from each purchase.
9. The application is an excellent advertisement for shop owners and a good way to attract customers

PayNXS POS
PayNXS.com

2. PayNXS System

It is one of the innovative ways to facilitate the payment methods in shops, malls, hotels, restaurants and 
most of the general stores, attracts a lot of customers to shop owners who work in them.
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PayNXS App 



The very important question

What methods does the company take 
to sell ISAL coin?



What does the term ICO mean?

Investors benefit from buying cryptocurrency before starting their 
projects : 
1. The investor benefits from all the advantages and everything 

that the cryptocurrency project depends on.
2. The investor benefits from the prices before the initial offer of 

the cryptocurrency where there is always a discount of prices 
by 20 or 30%

3. The value of cryptocurrency increases when trading day by 
day, especially if cryptocurrency projects are completed and 
the projects are successful, demand increases and price 
increases.

4. Investors earns are big money

ICO is an acronym that means Initial Coin Offering, which is how funds are raised for a new 

cryptocurrency offering. It's similar to an IPO (Initial Public Offering) which raises funds 

when a new company ventures onto the stock market.

Startups are collecting capital from investors or buyers for this cryptocurrency to use this 

money to create a cryptocurrency project.

1-ISAL Coin sale by ICO
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A Chart showing the rise of ISAL through the PIM Freedom project only

Sale Price = 0.15 $

Expected ISAL Price in 2 years= 1 $ to 3 $

1 ISAL Price

13% of the Max Supply , approximately 126 million ISAL, will be sold



2-ISAL Coin sale by the PIM Freedom system

Long Term Residual Income

CREATES A HUGE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

PIM Freedom is a unique system for selling ISAL as it is one of the latest and most powerful 
systems in the field of investment and sale of cryptocurrencies encrypted Referral system.
It is a very powerful catalyst for the sale and distribution of ISAL, the increase in the currency 
price is achieved by selling it to subscribers



Subscription Packages in PIM Freedom

Packages Executive Miner Starter Master Stellar Professional

Packages Price 100 $ 
To 499 $

500 $ 
To 999 $

1000 $
To 1999 $

2000 $
To 4999 $

5000 $
To 9999 $

10,000 $ 
More

Start Price: 1 ISAL≈ 0.15$

ISALInvest in ≈ 664 ISAL ≈ 3,320 ISAL ≈ 6,640 ISAL ≈ 13,280 ISAL ≈ 33,200 ISAL ≈ 66,400 ISAL

Amount of the ISAL Coin of the packages changes with the change of the ISAL price 

Investment for 24 months
Note: The investor is not allowed to sell ISAL COIN until after the end of the contract period of 24 months



Sign up for a $ 1,000 Starter package for 6,640 ISALs

ISAL=0.15$ at the time of purchase1

If the price of Isal becomes  1 ISAL=1$

The total amount of 6,640 ISAL = $ 6,640

Net profit = $ 5,640

An example showing the profits of an investment in ISAL Coin

What if the price of ISAL is 10, 20 or even $ 100

How much will the profits be?



Compensation Plan

70% PAYOUT
EXPOBIL PAYS DAILY!



The daily bonus will be for two years, starting after the full day of the purchase date made by the 
subscriber to purchase the ISAL.

Daily Bonuses (Compensation plan)

This table sets the daily bonuses rate according to the purchase amount of the ISAL 

The company will share part of its income in all its projects as daily Bonuses for PIM Freedom subscribers 
to purchase ISAL for $ 500 and above to encourage many to purchase ISAL and advance it to the highest 
levels to be the number one cryptocurrency in the future.

These values may increase or decrease

Packages Executive Mainer Starter Master Stellar Professional

Packages Price 100 $ 
To 499 $

500 $ 
To 999 $

1000 $
To 1999 $

2000 $
To 4999 $

5000 $
To 9999 $

10,000 $ 
More

Daily Bonus N/A (0.5-1.7)$ (1 – 3.4) $ (2 – 6.7) $ (5 – 16.7) $ (10-33.4) $

Monthly ($) 

3% to 10% 
N/A 15 - 50 $ 30 – 100 $ 60 – 200 $ 150 – 500 $ 300 -1000 $



How do you calculate your Daily Bonuses

PIM Point : Points are given to the subscriber on the amount of his capital in which he bought the ISAL coin.

The total sum of points (PIM Point) for the first day of the subscription is equivalent to the capital, each 

$ 1 equals 1 point (PIM Point).

If the purchase in the package was $ 10,000, the subscriber will get 10,000 points called PIM Point

Daily Bonuses are distributed to subscribers according to the sum of the PIM Point for each subscriber.

Example :
If the value of the PIM Point for 1/1 in 2020 was 0.002
A subscriber who has a PIM Point 10,000 points will get $ 20 in daily Bonuses for 1/1
10000 x 0.002 = 20 dollars

The daily value of (PIM Point) varies daily and depends on the company's daily sales of ISAL Coin 
and also depends on the company's investments and projects.



MORE 5 WAYS TO EARN INCOME
Contribute to marketing and you'll get more than 5 additional ways to increase your income

1) Referral link (Fast Start Commission)

2) Level Commission

3) Leadership Bonus Levels

4) Repurchase Bonus

5) Founders Club Members Plan

Referral system



1- Referral link (Fast Start Commission)

LEVEL 1 10% = 240 $ 10% = 100 $ 10% = 1000 $ LEVEL 1

Share the referral link with your friends, you earn 10% commission

To infinity of 
Users

To infinity of 
Users2400 $ 1000 $ 10000 $

You get a 10% bonus from the subscription value if you share the referral link with 
your friends for the purpose of subscribing to PIM Freedom and investing in ISAL Coin.

Example

Level Executive Miner Starter Master Stellar Professional Leader Gold Diamond

1 5% 8% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%



Level
Executive

≤100$

Miner

≤500$

Starter

≤1000$

Master

≤2000$

Stellar

≤5000$
Professional 

≤10,000$
Leader Gold Diamond

1-Fast Start Commission

1 5% 8% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

2- Level Commission

2 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

3 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

4 1 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

5 1% 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

6 1% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

7 1% 2% 2% 2% 2%

8 1% 1% 1% 1%

3-Leadership Commission Levels

9 1% 1% 1%

10 0.5 0.5

11 0.5

12 0.5

Levels Commission are collected from the new purchase of ISAL



Gold   10% 8

7Leader  10%

6Professional 10%

5Stellar  10%

4Master 10%

We have 9 Ranks for 

the first stage

3Starter   10%

2Miner   8%

1Executive   5%

Diamond  10% 9

3 Miner

3 Starter

3 Master

3 Stellar

5 professional

6 Leader

7 Gold

2 Executive



Stellar Profit=170+300+150 = 620 $

Share the referral link with your friends, you earn 10% commission 

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

1700 $

10000 $

170 $ Fast Start Commission 

300$ Level Commission

Stellar

10%

3%

3%

2%

1%

5000 $LEVEL 3

Example of commission calculation From Referral link (Fast Start Commission & Level Commission)

150$ Level Commission



4- Repurchase Bonus

1. Increase the total daily commissions gradually from $ 1 to up to 
$ 10,000 per day (for business leaders and large teams) without 
relying on the company's direct investment. Collective 
participation in commissions

2. That is, even if your team stops working, you and your team 
will benefit from the work of other teams in other countries 
without damage to the commissions of those teams.

3. Collect ISALv without adding any extra money
4. ISALv is exactly the same as the ISAL doesn't difference in 

prices or Transactions.

It is a carefully considered plan with a complex mathematical formula to increase the Daily bonuses of 
PIM Freedom subscribers

Benefits of PIM Freedom subscribers from this plan are as follows:



Example of how to calculate automatic repurchase that 

leads to PIM Point increase (subscriber capital increase)

∑ PIM Point for user (01/01)= PIM Point (Packages)+ repurchase= 10000+0=10000

∑PIM Point for user (03/02)=10,030.03

∑PIM Point for user (04/02)=10,040.06

∑PIM Point for user (05/02)=10,050.1

∑PIM Point for user (06/02)=10,060.15

∑PIM Point for user (01/02)=[ (10000)+ repurchase(10)]= 10,010

∑PIM Point for user (02/02)=[ (10010)+ repurchase(10.01)]= 10,020.01

An increase in PIM Points means an increase 

in capital and an increase in daily profits

Assuming a user subscribes for $ 10,000, the PIM Point = 10,000 points

If the value of the PIM Point for 01/01 equals 0.002

Daily profit = 10,000 points x 0.002 = $ 20

Daily Bonuses (01/01) = $ 20

If the subscriber chooses the automatic 

repurchase value N = 50%, It will divide the 

daily Bonuses as follows:

Half the amount is a cash commission

Half of the other amount is entered into the 

repurchase equation

Repurchase = 10 + 0 (comes from his team)

N value for automatic repurchase = 25%

But the subscriber can change it to 50%, 75%, or 100%.



In this example we assumed the rank for all users is $ 500 

Miner and we assume that all subscribers kept N = 25%

Example levels profits from (sales profits and profits generated from repurchase)

Daily-earnings from the team's repurchase = $ 110 per day

Even if your team stops working

Level
Professional 

≤10,000$
subscribers New sales earnings

Repurchase profits 
from the team

1 10% 4 200 0

2 3% 16 240 0.12

3 3% 64 960 0.48

4 3% 256 3,840 1.92

5 3% 1000 15,000 7.5

6 2% 4000 40,000 20

7 2% 8000 80,000 40

8 1% 16000 80,000 40

Total Profit
219,340$

Once Time
110$

Daily Profit

Sales profits are more than 200 thousand dollars and take once

Earn Money with a daily automatic repurchase plan



5-Founders Club Members Plan

Earn A Share Of The Company Annual Profits

NUXESE is unique in this plan with the reservation of 12% of its annual profits 
as bonus shares to the subscribers who have met the conditions to join the club 
of the founding members (conditions will be clarified later)
The share of each subscriber depends on what is collected from ISALv (accrued 
from repurchase) in a full year 

To reserve the largest number of shares the largest value of ISALv
ISALv = Repurchase/ISAL Price



Withdraw profits with PIM Freedom system

Withdrawal methods (currently available)
1. Withdraw profits by converting them to ISAL 

and then converting them to MetaMask
2. By Bitcoin or USDT
3. Withdraw profits through local agent
4. By Bank Account
5. Send it to other subscribers

Ways to withdraw profits by transferring them to the 
Expobil platform (coming soon)

The ISAL can be repurchased directly from profits to increase the amount of 
ISAL thus increasing future profits as well as increasing the amount of ISALv

The minimum withdrawal amount is $ 100
The subscriber can withdraw the profits at any time but the dividend is on Monday of each week



The services that the company will provide later

o Buy products at ShopNXS stores

o Transfer it to the PayNXS application for purchase from any contracted store with us

o Convert them on Expobil platform for trading there

o Buy a travel ticket and tourist visa

o Buy Cars

o Reservation on the purchase of an apartment with accommodation Real estate

Note: Subscribers can benefit from these services and book them using 
their balance of profits in their own accounts in PIM Freedom



OUR MISSION

To make a difference in people’s lives around the world through the 
providing a job opportunity for everyone with enthusiasm and 
ambition to win whatever their experience and potential, as well as an 
opportunity for shop owners and websites to increase their customers



OUR GOAL

Is to create a new and innovative model in the transaction 
between the seller and the buyer and provide a direct 
payment method, whether the sale is done in shops, 
restaurants, hotels, etc. or online



OUR VISION

ShopNXS is one of the best and most popular retail and wholesale stores.
Payment method PayNXS is the preferred method for shop owners, shops 
and customers



Project completion leads to the use of ISAL and then increased the price

The company will complete all its projects within the first 6 months from the 

start of the sale of ISAL, in order to attract these users to pay through ISAL 



PIM Freedom isalcoin.com Expobil&WalletNuxese Software NUXESE BOTPre-sales PayNXS

Q4
2019

Q1,Q2
2020

Pre-sale of Isal
1 ISAL = 0.05 $

The official sale 
date of the Isal 

coin
Through 

pimfreedom.com
1 ISAL=0.05 $

Launch of the 
isalcoin website
& nuxese.com 

Q3
2020

Nuxese 
Software

for analysis 
and trading

Q3
2020

Q4
2020

Q4
2020

Q4
2020

Q1
2021

A special platform 
for trading Isal 
coin with other 

known 
cryptocurrencies

It is an automated 
trading bot that 

controls the 
buying and selling 
orders of Isal coin

Payment method 
in Isal

Which will be a 
new and 

innovative way to 
attract customers 
to shop owners

Our Roadmap 2020-2021

ShopNXS

First ShopNXS
store launch

for e-commerce



Prices are rising for ISAL by increasing orders

The price of the ISAL depends on the 

number of people using the ISAL, which 

increases over time

The greater the demand for ISAL will raise 

the price.

The demand for ISAL is increasing as more companies and shops accept it as a payment 
method
The catalyst for companies and shops to use ISAL is the innovative PayNXS application
Which will help many companies, restaurants, hotels, and others to attract customers 
in large numbers in record time.



The company's vision for the future of ISAL coin

To be the future of ISAL in trade and daily use with all areas of life.

Provide a complete  environment for ISAL from the establishment of the company's stores, 

products, and innovative ideas to the company to increase the number of users, shops, 

restaurants, hotels and e-commerce  that accept payment by currency in order to reach ISAL to 

100$ within 3 to 5 years



TOGETHER WE CAN…

CHANGE THE WORLD!

FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS – NEVER GIVE UP


